Artisans, autocrats, bobbies, bureaucrats

David Wall examines the history of chief constables.

From their introduction in the early nineteenth century, the provincial borough and county police forces were locally controlled and this principle of local governance remained unchallenged from the formation of the new police until after the First World War. During this period, the management of the police was a very amateur affair in the sense that it was not organised along professional lines. Before the 1920s, the local nature of policing was also characterised by the Home Office’s relative lack of interest in the police.

Early days
Chief constables were little more than ‘gifted amateurs’ and in many cases not so gifted. County chiefs, of which there were about 55, tended to be ex-military officers who were appointed mainly because they shared a similar social position and outlook to the county police authority.

Borough chiefs, on the other hand, of which there were more than twice as many as in the counties, tended to be serving police officers. However they were chosen more for their trustworthiness than for either their policing abilities or achievements. Moreover, their position, unlike the county chief, had no statutory basis, as control over the police was placed in the hands of the Watch Committee: the position of borough chief developed through practice. One simple way to illustrate the difference between the personal status of the borough and county chief constables is to compare the frequency of their inclusion in directories of elites. In 1906, for example, 82 per cent of county chief constables in office that year had an entry in a directory of elites, compared with 6 per cent of borough chiefs.

Recruiting from within
Labour unrest during the late 19th century, the police strikes of 1916 & 18, the fear of Bolshevism, combined with the bureaucratic inconvenience of dealing with 180 or so individual organisations, encouraged the Home Office to reconsider its position over the police. So, following the report of the Desborough Committee in 1919, but in the absence of formal statutory authority, the Home Office sought to increase its influence over the police.

The Home Secretary determined who police managers would be by framing rules and regulations (esp. Reg. 9) under the Police Act 1919; the Home Office continued its newly developed practice of directing the police with circulars that offered centrally determined guidance about best police practice; it encouraged the development of a ‘professional’ relationship between the police forces; it encouraged chief police officers to see themselves both as part of a wider policing function and also as operationally independent of their police authority. Importantly, these strategies were underpinned by the establishment of a policy, later an ideology, of internal recruitment which made the principle of appointing chief police officers from within the police appear to be natural and logical.

Moreover, they strengthened both the formal and informal links between the police and the Home Office and had the long-term effect of weakening the domination of the police by their police authorities, especially in the boroughs. Their impact has been to change police management from being an amateur activity which relied upon local models of management and practice, to a becoming professional activity that is informed by a shared knowledge and underpinned by centrally determined core values, yet locally responsive, although in account-giving rather than account-taking way.

Consequently, the type of person who became chief constable changed after the 1920s when they were chosen more for their police and management experience. Ever distrustful of central government, the county police authorities sought to resist the policy of internal recruitment by recruiting their chief constables from the colonial police rather than the home forces. Not only did these individuals satisfy the police regulations, but they were often of the same social ilk as their predecessors. This pattern of resistance continued even after the Home Secretary’s powers over the police were greatly increased by the Emergency Powers (Defence) Act 1939. The
“As chief constables have changed from gifted amateurs into professional bureaucrats, they have also ceased to be part of the local ruling elite.”

county police authorities subsequently sought to recruit the graduates of Lord Trenchard’s short-lived officer class scheme.

In 1948, a national police college was opened at Ryton-on-Dunsmore, from where it moved in 1960 to Bramshill to become the Police Staff College. The broad function of this college was to sustain the policy of internal recruitment by educating potential senior officers and training them for command. The main vehicles for the training of chief constables are now the advanced promotion (ex-special) and strategic (ex-senior) command courses.

A new elite

Underlying the development of the police in the UK has been a powerplay between local and central government over control of the police. During the past one hundred and sixty years, the meaning and orientation of the police has changed from being a distinct instrument of local governance to becoming an instrument of central government policy.

The policy of internal recruitment has contributed to the realignment of the mechanisms which effect control over police management. It has reconfigured the social structure of police management so that as chief constables have changed from gifted amateurs into professional bureaucrats, they have also ceased to be part of the local ruling elite and have become instead, a very special, self-selecting and internally accountable, professional elite with links to the service policy making process.

Perhaps one of the most significant changes in the police has been the move towards a corporate structure of police. The recent introduction of national policing bodies such as the National Crime Squad and the National Crime Intelligence Service through the Police Act 1996, has created a legislative basis for a de jure national police force. Moreover, this position has been further strengthened by the increased police corporacy arising from the restructuring of ACPO. But, before historians look on and argue that Peel’s dream of a national police force has come true, we must also take account of much broader changes in policing that are taking place, especially the increasing pluralism of police agencies1 and increased emphasis upon the local governance of crime through partnerships2. So, in the not too distant future it is conceivable that the role of chief constable will change from being a chief executive to becoming a director of local police services. Moreover, importantly, this pluralism will cause us to think about the appropriateness of current appointment policies and to ask whether the policy or ideology of internal recruitment may have run its course.

David S. Wall is Deputy Director of the Centre for Criminal Justice Studies, University of Leeds. This article draws upon his new book The Chief Constables of England and Wales: The social history of a criminal justice elite (Aldershot: Dartmouth ISBN 1 85521 714 7).

Footnotes:
2. After the Police Act 1964 and Local Government Act 1972 the number of chief constables reduced along with the number of forces, from about 120 to 41.
3. Many more characteristics are observed in Wall, op cit. 1998: Chs. 8 &9.

Women in policing

Frances Heidensohn reviews the state of play in terms of gender equality.

In the early months of 1998 there has been another series of well publicised stories about female officers claiming against their employers over harassment, unfair dismissal and sexual discrimination. Yet not only is it more than 23 years since the 1975 Sex Discrimination Act (which did not exempt police forces from its requirements) was passed, but research by Sandra Jones some ten years later showed that it was not well understood or implemented and this in turn led to the 1989 Circular reminding Chief Constables of their commitment to equal opportunities. By 1993 another study found all forces had written policies (Anderson, Brown and Campbell) but further reports from HMI Constabulary indicate continuing concerns and breaches. Subsequent research, notably by Jennifer Brown, demonstrates that the patterns found in the past and in enquiries in other countries continue.

Cultural barriers

Among the key aspects of such studies are that women continue to form a small minority of officers, even though the trend is generally for increased recruitment in many countries. Britain, with about 16% is at the higher end of the scale, with Sweden scoring the largest proportion in Europe, while some US cities, such as Detroit for example have figures in the 20%+ range. Women often form a larger percentage of recruits, but attrition rates are frequently higher. Deployment and promotion remain contentious areas, with evidence (again from Jenny Brown’s work) of reduced numbers in higher ranks in some services and limitation in deployment with the most prestigious and high-profile positions mainly occupied by males. The
“On one famous occasion, the then director of the European Network of Policewomen found herself being asked to judge a beauty contest of women officers in an East European state recently freed from communism.”